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Aesthetics in  
the bathroom  
is our passion

Lubert Winnecken, Managing Director  
KEUCO GmbH & Co. KG

THE COMPANY

We are always searching enthusiastically for 
new forms, new materials and new technologies. 
Searching for the perfect synergy of the sensible 
and the sensuous. 

The impressive thing about KEUCO products is 
their excellent design, ease-of-use, and technical 
sophistication. At the heart of every new product 
from the full provider of quality bathroom furnish-
ings is the goal of constant improvement.

500 employees

Facts and Figures

3 locations in Germany: 
Hemer, Bünde, Gütersloh 
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6 – 7TRADITION

Premium design, consistent concepts, me-
ticulous craftsmanship, perfect functionality 
and peak longevity are what set KEUCO apart. 
KEUCO can look back on a long tradition of 
manufacturing high quality products for the 
bathroom.

Since its founding in 1953, the company, 
which is still family-run today, has conti-
nuously expanded its range of products. 
Originally a specialist and market leader 
for premium bathroom accessories, today 

KEUCO views itself as full provider of  
bathroom furnishings, with plants in Hemer, 
Gütersloh and Bünde in Germany.

The full assortment encompasses a total of 
more than 6000 different products in the 
categories of fittings, accessories, light and 
mirrors, mirror cabinets, washbasins and 
bathroom furniture. All KEUCO products are 
developed, planned, and built in Germany 
and exported worldwide from the head-
quarters in Hemer.

Quality with 
tradition

1961   Development of DE LUXE, our first own series

1962   Market launch of premium metal mirror cabinets

1967   Development of the ELEGANCE series

1975   Luigi Colani develops the first revolutionary bathroom design with KEUCO

2002  Market launch of water-conducting fittings

2003  Market launch of the Care range for accessible bathrooms

2005   First complete bathroom, EDITION 300

2011   Introduction of EDITION 11 bathroom furnishings, design Dominik Tesseraux

2015  Market launch of the innovative IXMO fittings series

2016   EDITION LIGNATUR is created in collaboration with TEAM 7

2018   For mirror cabinets and light mirrors, KEUCO uses LED modules  
developed in-house

2019   With ROYAL MIDAS, KEUCO introduces a smart lighting concept for the 
whole bathroom



DESIGN

Bathroom  
furnishings at  
their best

Since KEUCO’s founding in 1953 design and func-
tion have always played a decisive role.

Products must combine aesthetic form with 
sensible functionality – a standard that is systema-
tically applied, from the idea right to implementati-
on. Collaboration with designers is a long tradition 
at KEUCO. Already back in the 70s KEUCO worked 
with Luigi Colani and produced accessories, lights 
and mirrors for the famous "Colani bathroom", the 
first complete bathroom, which was developed 
in collaboration with Villeroy & Boch and Grohe. 
Further notable designers such as Matteo Thun, 
Christoph Ingenhoven, Reiner Moll and Dominik 
Tesseraux followed. Many of KEUCO's innovative 
bathroom furnishing concepts and products are 
recipients of notable design awards, such as 
the Red Dot Award, the Design Plus Award, the 
German Design Award, the IF Design Award and 
the Iconic Award.

DESIGN

Distinctions and awards
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10 – 11QUALITY

More than 93% of KEUCO's products are manufactured in 
Germany. The know-how the domestic plants possess with their 
highly-skilled employees is the foundation of our consistently 
quality-oriented production. Roughly 5% of the products are 
produced in the EU and around 2% in non-EU countries.

To be able to compete in the long term, all KEUCO products are 
subject to the same high-quality standards and are produced 
according to our specifications, subject to the strictest of quality 
assurance measures and controls.

Aside from our successful mass-produced products, our  
production facilities are also capable of manufacturing tailor-
made solutions for larger/ commercial projects.

Made in  
Germany



Regional and 
responsible

SUSTAINABILITY

The attitudes and actions of businesses are increasingly 
influenced by changes to society and social responsibility. 
In addition to economic and social interests, the ecological 
aspect plays an increasingly important role. That is why we 
need to take responsibility every day, face the challenges 
of the future, and shape them actively. Developing sustain-
able solutions for bathrooms has been part of KEUCO’s 
corporate philosophy already for years – not just for the 
products themselves, but also for each individual step of 
production. For us, this is the only way to develop and 
manufacture products for this generation and those to 
come, and protect jobs.

 “Sustainability is one of the five supporting pillars of 
KEUCO’s corporate strategy. We have adopted the eco-
nomic, ecological and social aspects of sustainability as 
part of our mission already in many areas. We owe it to 
subsequent generations to continue down the path we 
have taken, to face up to the issues and actively shape the 
future. The financial future can only be assured by acting in 
an ecological way.” Lubert Winnecken, Managing Director 
KEUCO GmbH & Co. KG.

Key aspects of our commitment to sustainability are the 
products themselves. That is why we offer fittings, for 
example, that, thanks to their flow rate limiter, save water, 
which means energy, too. Our high-quality products are 

designed in such a way that satisfaction is guaranteed 
even after years of use. And should a problem occasionally 
occur, our spare parts service always has a solution. We 
also take care to ensure that our assortment of products 
is broad enough to include items that people of any age 
and constitution can use. This is what we consider to be 
sustainable products.

In our production we use energy as efficiently as possible, 
and materials as sparingly as possible. This is backed up 
among others by our own cogeneration plant and by the 
use of energy from photovoltaic systems. Working as 
partners with suppliers from the vicinity also produces 
positive effects. We obtain 90% of our materials and 
semi-finished products directly from the local region – at 
a distance of maximum 200 km. Here we use a variety 
of reusable trays, so transportation packaging can be 
completely done without in many cases. Another aspect 
of our materials management is an efficient waste-pre-
vention system in production, and strict quality controls 
at all stages of the value chain. This is what we view as 
sustainable production.

Other sustainability factors of particular importance to 
us include recycling, employee development and social 
involvement in the region and beyond.
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EDITION 90 

Bathroom furnishings that express opulent use of form with a strong emphasis on 
the material. The clear design statement in the 90-degree angle establishes linearity.  
Washbasin and furniture act as soloists, allowing completely individualised arrangements. 
For freedom in bathroom design.

Freedom of 
pure form
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16 – 17

Without compromise, the design concept is reiterated in 
every aspect of the chrome-plated fittings. Like a tower 
forged from a single piece, an unmistakable character of 
utmost exclusiveness takes centre stage.

EDITION 90 
FITTINGS

1 Single-lever mixer
2 Three-hole basin mixer
3 Wall fitting



1 2

1 Shower fitting
2 Shower fitting, head shower detail

EDITION 90 
FITTINGS

Free-standing →
bath tub mixer
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20 – 21

The square as defining element of the 
design. Clear contours with consistently 
architectural line.

1 Towel rail
2 Towel holder, 2 arms
3  Shower shelf
4  Toilet paper holder
5  Toilet brush set

EDITION 90 
ACCESSORIES

← Towel hook, double



1

1 White side unit with marble cover plate

EDITION 90 
BATHROOM FURNITURE
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1

The opulent material of freely suspended 
EDITION 90 ceramic washbasins makes  
them the centre of focus in the bathroom.  
For elegant comfort they are available in 
white or slate grey.

1 Ceramic washbasin, slate grey

EDITION 90 
WASHBASIN



3 5

4

2

24 – 25EDITION 90 
LIGHT MIRROR

2 Touch panel for stepless adjustment
3 Daylight white
4 Warm white
5 Washbasin lighting



1

1

1 Single lever mixer, recessed

EDITION 90 SQUARE 

The square as defining element of the design. Clear contours with consistently architectural 
line. At the same time a reduced, lightweight, and fundamentally delicate design. EDITION 
90 SQUARE fittings are set apart by their clear and striking profile. Without compromise they 
integrate in the EDITION 90 bathroom furnishing concept from KEUCO, and harmonise with 
the bathroom furniture, washbasins, and light mirrors. For a minimalist style of living with a 
preference for architectural, square elements.

Impressive  
contours

Single-lever mixer →
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1 2

3 4

The square as defining element 
of the design. Clear contours with  
consistently architectural line.

1 Towel holder
2 Tumbler holder
3 Towel hook
4 Toilet brush set

EDITION 90 SQUARE 
ACCESSORIES

Shower shelf with →
glass wiper
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EDITION 400

1Our concept of  
design freedom



30 – 31

Considered objectively, EDITION 400 from KEUCO is merely a  
modular system for modern bathroom furnishing. But, bathrooms 
are more about emotions and your sense of wellbeing. And this 
furnishing concept, which was developed by the Tesseraux + 
Partner design agency and is the recipient of renowned design 
awards, offers a multitude of combinations and configurations, to 
lend expression to your individuality. So, relish the freedom and 
explore the possibilities.
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32 – 33EDITION 400 
FITTINGS

1 Wall fitting with single-lever mixer
2 Single-lever basin mixer, brushed bronze
3 Three-hole fitting
4 Single-lever bath tub mixer, free-standing

← Single-lever basin mixer, brushed nickel



1

1 Toilet paper holder
2 Towel holder, 2 arms
3 Towel hook, double
4 Towel hook
5 Tumbler holder

EDITION 400 
ACCESSORIES

6 Lotion dispenser
7 Corner shower shelf
8 Shower shelf
9 Spare paper holder

10 Toilet brush set
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34 – 35
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EDITION 400 
BATHROOM FURNITURE, MIRRORS &  
MIRROR CABINETS

1 Mirror cabinet, single-lever mixer, 
white vanity unit

2 Mirror cabinet, wall fitting, 
anthracite vanity unit

3 Truffle vanity unit,  
open Vanity unit with light →

mirror and wall fitting
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EDITION 11

Low-key, rectilinear design multiplied by an enormous number of variations – from handle-
less bathroom furniture to innovative light mirrors; from premium fittings to perfectly crafted 
accessories: That is EDITION 11.

Pure design – 
without being 
puristic
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38 – 39

1 Single-lever mixer
2 Sliding rail with hand shower
3 Wall fitting with single-lever mixer
4 Bath tub mixer



1 3

2

4 5

EDITION 11 
ACCESSORIES

1 Towel holder, 2 arms 
2 Double tumbler holder and soap holder
3 Shower shelf with glass wiper
4 Toilet brush set
5 Toilet paper holder Towel ring →
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42 – 43EDITION 11 
BATHROOM FURNITURE

1 Vanity unit, double washbasin, white
2 Side unit, anthracite
3 BLACK CONCEPT vanity unit
4 Towel holder and guest towel basket, light mirror,
5 vanity unit with single-lever basin mixer, chrome-plated

← Vanity unit with tall unit



IXMO

Combining functions together produces a completely unique design 
approach. Together with KEUCO developers, the designer Dominik 
Tesseraux (Tesseraux+Partner) created a multiple award-winning 
design icon. The reason why IXMO’s design is so consistently  
minimalistic is because the functionality is so compactly integrated.

Less can 
do more
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46 – 47IXMO
FITTINGS

In addition to in-wall solutions for shower and bath tub, the product family was systematically  
expanded to include fittings for washbasin and bidet. Together with the extensive shower accessories, 
the result is a consistently minimalistic design throughout the whole bathroom, for a maximum in 
creative leeway.

1 IXMO Pure bath tub mixer
2 IXMO Pure single-lever basin mixer
3 IXMO single-lever mixer, 2-way stop and  

diverter valve with wall outlet for shower hose
4 IXMO Pure single-lever bidet mixer



1

2

IXMO 
WASHBASIN FITTINGS

Tastes differ. Whether contemporary, clear and linear, 
or straightforward minimalism: to match your individual 
furnishing style IXMO offers a variety of designs for the 
central fitting on the washbasin. A harmonious big picture 
is ensured when combined with round or square rosettes.

1 In-wall IXMO Pure single-lever basin mixer
2 IXMO Soft single-lever basin mixer

Single-lever basin mixer →
IXMO Flat
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50 – 51

1 IXMO thermostat, 2-way stop and diverter valve with wall  
outlet for shower hose and shower bracket, brushed bronze

2 Brushed nickel
3 Brushed black chrome
4 Chrome
5 Stainless steel finish
6 Aluminium finish

IXMO 
FINISHES

←  Washbasin and shower fitting,  
matt black



1 2

3

IXMO 
BLACK SELECTION
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52 – 53IXMO 
IXMO_solo

The fewer the elements on the wall, the easier it is to 
clean. Especially for hotels, guest-houses or semi-public 
areas, IXMO_solo is the perfect solution. With only one 
way, operation is self-explanatory, with ample room for 
design freedom.

1 IXMO Pure single-lever basin mixer
2 In-wall IXMO Flat single-lever basin mixer
3 Thermostat shower mixer, 1 way, with hand  

shower sliding rail
4 IXMO_solo thermostat
5 Shower set with shelf
6 Wall bracket for hand shower at 60-degree angle



1

PLAN

The PLAN bathroom furnishing range is as diverse as the lifestyles that exist today. With the enormous 
depth and breadth of the assortment, the individual solutions available are impossible to count. As  
recipient of numerous design awards, PLAN is at home in stylish bathrooms all around the world,  
whether it is private homes, the hotel branch or public facilities. It is no wonder, too: With its clear 
contours, the appeal of its timeless design transcends traditional boundaries – and it will spark your 
interest, too!

Mass produced 
planning freedom

1 Towel hook

PLAN blue single-lever basin → 
mixer, chrome-plated
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56 – 57PLAN 
ACCESSORIES

1 Tumbler holder
2 Soap holder
3 Soap dispenser, wall-mounted model
4 Soap dispenser, table model
5 Towel holder, 2 arms

←  Lotion dispenser and towel holder, 1 arm



1

32

PLAN 
ACCESSORIES

1 Towel rack
2 Grab bar at 135-degree angle
3 Shower shelf with integrated glass wiper
4 Waste bin

5 Toilet paper holder with shelf
6 Toilet paper double holder
7 Moist tissue box
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58 – 59
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60 – 61PLAN 
BLACK SELECTION

1 Tumbler holder
2 Towel hook with door stop
3 Towel rail
4  Toilet paper holder with cover, spare paper holder,  

Toilet brush set
5 Toilet paper holder with shelf 

What would a bathroom be like without the matching 
accessories? In bathroom design, high quality bathroom 
accessories are essential to a harmonious overall picture.

In matt black they add the final touch to the design  
and complete the furnishing concept. They are clever 
everyday heroes, they set special accents, and assist 
you as inconspicuous servants and convenient helpers. 
PLAN offers accessories with exactly such details, the 
kind one hates to do without – both for private bathrooms 
as well as for bathrooms in hotels and other buildings of 
all kinds. The design classic among the accessories with 
fashionable look.

←  Cosmetic mirror, lotion dispenser, 
towel holder, 1 arm



2

1

Demand for accessible bathroom concepts 
is growing. Despite physical handicaps it isn't 
necessary to do without functionality in top-
notch design. PLAN CARE is KEUCO's bathroom 
assortment for an extra in comfort and safety, 
for both public as well as private facilities. 
Intelligent solutions, integrated functionality 
and individual design features guarantee 
bathroom furnishings that convince both 
ergonomically as well as aesthetically. Here, 
no detail has been overlooked!

1 PLAN CARE tip-up seat for hooking 
onto grab bars in railing system

2 PLAN CARE WC drop-down supporting 
rail and grab bar

PLAN  
CARE



62 – 63

For sanitary facilities in public buildings, users require a good level of convenience and reliable 
functionality, and the people in charge count on aesthetic solutions that can withstand heavy 
use – and do not require extensive upkeep for daily operation. The PLAN INTEGRAL furnishing 
range reconciles these requirements. The system of built-in wall modules for washbasin and 
WC impresses not only with its robust construction, cleaning-friendliness and easy refilling, 
but also with its elegant and low-key design.

PLAN  
INTEGRAL 

WC 2 module, Washbasin → 
module 1 and 3



1
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1

MOLL COLLECTION

The new  
timelessness
The MOLL COLLECTION is an homage to the love of excellent design. Its name 
pays homage to Reiner Moll, someone who has been involved with KEUCO 
for a long time and who gave this collection its face. The slender, low-key 
design gives the MOLL COLLECTION its lightweight and timeless beauty. So 
it a perfect match for KEUCO's many washbasin and furniture series.

Single-lever basin mixer →

1 Towel holder, 1 arm
2 Towel holder, 2 arms
3  Towel hook,  

single and double
4 Towel ring
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66 – 67MOLL COLLECTION
ACCESSORIES

1 Grab bar
2 Toilet paper holder
3 Shower basket for corner installation
4 Toilet paper holder with cover
5 Toilet brush set
6 Spare paper holder
7 Toilet brush set← Shower basket with glass wiper 



21

43

1 Lotion dispenser and tumbler holder
2 Foam soap dispenser
3 Shower basket for corner installation
4 Toilet brush set

1High profile  
design success
KEUCO's understanding of design involves striving for a classic-modern aesthetic that keeps 
its relevancy in any era. For half a century now the ELEGANCE bathroom series has been an 
expression of this philosophy.

ELEGANCE

Single-lever basin mixer →
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The practical little helpers in the bathroom: They may not be front and centre, 
but if they weren’t there at all, you would miss them. For perfect functionality 
and individual bathroom design, it’s the small things that ultimately make the 
difference. REVA means “the one that connects”, and as a combination of design 
and function, it truly lives up to its name.

The perfect fit
REVA 
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1 Lotion dispensers 
2 Towel holder, 1 arm
3 Towel holder, 2 arms
4 Towel hook
5 Grab bar
6 Shower shelf
7 Toilet paper holder with cover

REVA 
ACCESSORIES
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1

The practical little helpers in the bathroom: They 
may not be front and centre, but if they weren’t 
there at all, you would miss them. With a matt 
black finish, they set powerful accents and play a 
leading role in setting the stage in the bathroom.

REVA 
BLACK SELECTION

1 Toilet brush set, toilet paper holder,  
spare paper holder

Towel hook →
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COSMETIC MIRRORS

The perfect view for 
the perfect make-up



2

3

76 – 77

The PLAN cosmetic mirror is always ready for use. It 
is as easy to operate as a hand mirror. Through the 
double hinge integrated discreetly in the design it 
can be adjusted to any desired position. It is not even 
necessary to touch the mirror head. With the long 
swivelling arm it is simply placed flat against the wall 
again after use.

COSMETIC MIRRORS 
PLAN

1 Chrome
2 Aluminium-finish
3 Black matt



1 2

   1    iLook_move, square,  
illuminated with control panel

   2  Glass control panel
3-5   iLook_move, round, 

non-illuminated

COSMETIC MIRRORS 
iLook_move 

Available in round or square form, KEUCO's iLook_move cosmetic mirror leaves 
nothing to be desired. With a simple motion of the hand the height, distance, and 
vertical and horizontal angle can be set to the ideal position. The illuminated model 
with elegant glass control panel has two different light modes: daylight and warm 
white. The LED light source is long lasting and power consumption is low, but it is 
still completely glare-free.
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80 – 81

For particular convenience there is the illuminated iLook_move with rocker switch. It has 
a light colour of 6500 kelvin, and is switched on and off directly on the cosmetic mirror.
The mirror is also easy to install, since the plug and the rocker switch are integrated and 
all that is needed is a simple power supply. If desired, the light can also be operated by 
a room switch.

1 iLook_move, round, illuminated, with rocker switch
2 iLook_move, square, illuminated, brushed black with control panel

COSMETIC MIRROR 
iLook_move 

←  iLook_move, round, illuminated,  
brushed bronze with control panel



1

SHOWER SHELVES

KEUCO shower shelves are genuine designer items with added functional value. They offer a lot of space, 
and with their white or grey-black powder-coated aluminium finishes, they are also stylish daily heroes. 
Two wall-mounted models are complemented by a hook-on shelf for the shower, visually enhancing 
the bathroom. The modern, rectilinear design matches virtually any style of furnishings, making the 
KEUCO shower shelves suitable for universal use.

Stylish  
structures
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82 – 83

1 Shower basket, matt black
2 Shower shelf customized
3 Shower shelf, hook-in
4 Shower basket, white



1 2

4 5
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HYGIENE

Everyday hygiene is an important part of staying healthy. 
Hand hygiene is important everywhere large numbers of 
people meet and come in contact with the same door 
handles or objects. Rule number one: frequent hand-
washing. Those looking for additional protection can use 
sanitisers. Also ideal for spontaneous hand-hygiene needs.

Disinfection with a 
distinctive design

1 Table model
2 Wall-mounted model
3 Liquid sanitiser dispenser
4 Lotion dispenser
5 Touchless foam sanitiser 

dispenser

Dispenser system, touchless  →

Sanitiser dispensers:
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ROYAL MODULAR 2.0

Architectural 
versatility
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Modern, reduced and straightforward is how the new 
interpretation of the popular ROYAL MODULAR mirror 
cabinet series presents itself. The individual choice of 
widths, heights and depths makes it the perfect storage 
space and a visual treat in every bathroom setting. With 
its intelligent LED lighting concept, highly functional  
technology, customisable storage space and cleverly  
designed details it is a genuine multi-talent.
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88 – 89ROYAL MODULAR 2.0

ROYAL MODULAR 2.0 is available in a whole range of formats: With 
one, two, three or four doors, it fits in bathrooms of all sizes and 
matches every washbasin. It can be installed recessed in the wall to 
save space, or mounted as a design element on the surface. With its 
high-quality anodized aluminium body, it is insusceptible to wetness 
and moisture, so it is particularly long lasting. The premium mirrors 
on the inside and outside of the doors ensure a clear reflection in 
every respect.

1 3 door model from  
900 to 1500 mm

2 2 door model from 
600 to 1200 mm

3 Tall unit

←  4 door model from 
1600 to 2100 mm



2

3

1

ROYAL MODULAR 2.0

1 On/off switch on the side
2 6 mm doors, mirrored both sides with soft close bufferTouch control panel inside 
3 Socket with hinged cover
4 Double USB charging station with hinged cover Cosmetic mirror, removable (optional)
5 Magnetic strip for beauty utensils (optional)



76

4 5
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92 – 93ROYAL LUMOS

High-end 
lighting 
solution
An illuminated LED rim on three sides turns the ROYAL LUMOS mirror 
cabinet into a genuine highlight in the bathroom – whether as classic 
on-wall mirror cabinet or unconventional semi-recessed model. The 
LED light radiating from within the translucent rim on three sides gives 
the mirror cabinet a lightweight appearance, as if it is hovering in front 
of the wall. The open shelf compartment effectively places favourite 
items at the centre of focus.

1 Mirror cabinet, short doors
2 Mirror cabinet, tall doors

← Mirror cabinet, short doors

Please note: All switches and sockets pictured 
in this brochure are German fittings. All UK 
products are shipped with 1 UK shaver socket.



1 2

ROYAL LUMOS 
LIGHT MIRRORS

1 Aluminium light mirror, 
illuminated 

2 Touch control panel,  
BLACK CONCEPT light mirror

For luxurious and high-quality bathroom furnishing, the ROYAL 
LUMOS light mirror is the furnishing highlight. The washbasin 
isn’t the only thing perfectly lit by the powerful illumination of the  
surrounding LED rim. Perfect illumination of the face and the  
perfect light for any time of the day and atmosphere are also 
among its strengths. As an option, a practical mirror heater is 
available, which ensures fog-free visibility after showering.

BLACK CONCEPT light mirror →
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1

The intelligent lighting concept, individually organisable storage space, and appealing design make 
ROYAL MATCH the universal mirror cabinet for every bathroom.

Highlight on  
and in the wall

ROYAL MATCH
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2

4
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5

1 In-wall mounting
2 On-wall mounting
3 Glass shelves with adjustable heights and  

white lacquered rear glass wall
4 Electronic touch sensor
5 Side LED lighting

Please note: All switches and sockets pictured in this brochure are German fittings.
All UK products are shipped with 1 UK shaver socket.



2 3

1 1 3 doors
2 Overhead light with three light modes 
3 Rotary dimmer and washbasin light

ROYAL L1

The ROYAL L1 mirror cabinet is the perfect complete package. The consummate look with 
its large overhead light makes a design statement without being intrusive.  The light’s three 
light modes can be adjusted seamlessly with the intelligent rotary dimmer. Optimal use of 
the storage space is guaranteed through the proven details in the features.

The all-rounder  
for the bathroom

Storage space includes glass → 
shelves with adjustable  
heights and interior sockets

Please note: All switches and sockets 
pictured in this brochure are German 
fittings. All UK products are shipped 
with 1 UK shaver socket.
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STAGELINE

Cosy  
setting



100 – 101

With the STAGELINE furniture collection, a cosy atmosphere 
finds its way into the bathroom. The visual highlight of the 
series is an open, illuminated storage shelf, perfect for 
showcasing decorative items and favourites. STAGELINE 
presents itself with modern linearity and straightfor-
ward elegance in tone-in-tone look. The glass fronts and  
furniture bodies are always monochrome, emanating calm 
and harmony.
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102 – 103STAGELINE 
BATHROOM FURNITURE

1 Illuminated shelf compartment with shaver socket, USB and USB-C
2 White PLAN ceramic washbasin, with cashmere lustred vanity unit
3 White PLAN ceramic washbasin, with inox satin vanity unit
4 White PLAN ceramic washbasin, with vulcanite satin vanity unit
5 Tall and middle units
6 The slightly protruding glass front at the top serves as a handle for opening and closing

← Washbasin in black, with vulcanite vanity unit



1

PLAN

Style across 
the board

The integral architectural approach of the PLAN bathroom furniture series is 
evident in every detail. Discreet linearity characterises the bathroom furniture, 
washbasins and light mirrors. From the body to the glass fronts, the light mirrors 
and even the delicate base support, the design and colour concept developed 
by the Tesseraux + Partner design agency in Potsdam is omnipresent. Available 
in the colours truffle, cashmere, inox, white or anthracite, each piece has an 
uncompromisingly modern appeal.

1 Additional drawers inside

Vanity unit and light mirror in inox →
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106 – 107PLAN
BATHROOM FURNITURE

1 Side unit with base support, 
Cashmere glass front

2 Vanity unit with two drawers, 
Anthracite glass front

←  Vanity unit, light mirror and tall 
unit with side shelf,  
Cashmere glass front



1

1 2

ROYAL REFLEX

A classic  
material with  
a new look

Vanity unit with light mirror →  
and medium unit, Anthracite

Glass is a proven classic in discerning bathrooms: hygienic, resilient, and simply attractive. 
By combining it with appealing colours, in the ROYAL REFLEX bathroom series it is enjoying a  
revival. Whether in strong and stimulating tones or more discreet colours: With its lacquered 
rear surface the glass captivates with a brilliancy of colour that lasts for decades. ROYAL REFLEX 
reiterates this brilliancy in a wealth of colour variations across washbasins, bathroom furniture, 
light mirrors and mirror cabinets, complementing any stylistic context they grace.

1 Vanity unit for double washbasin with light mirror, Truffle
2 Front drawers with side handles
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ROYAL REFLEX.2 
MIRROR CABINET

1 Light mirror 
2 Mirror cabinet, open
3 Rotary dimmer
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110 – 111

The new ROYAL REFLEX.2 mirror cabinet seizes on the uncompromising look of its predecessor 
and scores extra points with innovative technology and new features. In addition to the front 
illumination across the entire width, the ROYAL REFLEX.2 mirror cabinet now has an additional 
light source: By illuminating the washbasin, the fitting is highlighted in a particularly attractive 
way. The 1300 mm double washbasin models have LED lights for two fittings. The KEUCO rotary 
dimmer now replaces the rocker switch. Positioned on the underside of the body, it can switch 
between three different lighting modes and also dim the light intensity.

Please note: All switches and sockets pictured in this brochure are German fittings.
All UK products are shipped with 1 UK shaver socket.
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ROYAL 60

Pure clarity
Developed by the renowned Tesseraux + Partner design agency, the ROYAL 60 
furnishing concept presents itself as the essence of clarity, linearity and purity. 
With a buoyant feel, the trim design shuns intrusiveness and discreetly harmonises 
with your individual expectations on contemporary bathroom design. Its formal 
minimalism establishes calm, and accentuates the geometry of its surroundings. 
Untouched by time and trends in fashion, this design thrives on understatement. 
ROYAL 60 – The bathroom furnishing concept for aesthetic purists.

Vanity unit and base units in anthracite →
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1

1 Vanity unit, open
2 Handle with ergonomic recess
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116 – 117ONLINE

Experience 
KEUCO 
online

KEUCO variety stands for a personal aesthetic in the bathroom. 
From fittings and accessories and bathroom furniture and wash-
basins, right to mirrors and mirror cabinets, a huge variety of pro-
ducts are available online. A wealth of information and sensuous 
inspirations can be found on the www.keuco.com internet page.

The IXMO Planner offers practical assistance for planning your  
individual shower or bath tub solution with IXMO fittings. Start 
planning now: www.ixmo.de

Want to get all the latest information on what’s new at KEUCO? 
Follow keuco_official on our Instagram, Facebook, Pinterest, 
YouTube and LinkedIn social media channels.

With its furniture made of natural wood, the luxurious EDITION 
LIGNATUR bathroom furnishing concept is the outcome of KEUCO’s 
many years bathroom expertise combined with the traditional 
wood craftsmanship of TEAM 7. Each item of EDITION LIGNATUR 
bathroom furniture is one of a kind. More information is available at  
www.edition-lignatur.de

1 Brochure download
2 EDITION LIGNATUR homepage
3 IXMO PLANNER
4 Social media channels

←  keuco.com homepage



REFERENCES

Private

A discerning product aesthetic meets diverse 
bathroom architectures: For every furnishing 
style the KEUCO assortment supplies the perfect 
solution.

Properties

Distinctive design, even for special requirements 
and subject to daily demands: KEUCO products 
are used in items of property around the world.

Hotels

With KEUCO in hotel bathrooms, guests from 
around the world experience furnishings of the 
highest functionality and excellent quality during 
their stay.

Clinics

Functionality and diversity in aesthetic design, 
even for accessible bathrooms: Satisfying the 
expectation of being of equal use and equal 
aesthetic value for everybody.

At home  
throughout  
the world

First printed home with → 
KEUCO IXMO fittings  
and accessories  
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Single lever basin mixer 60 •

Single lever basin mixer 80/90 • • • •
Single lever basin mixer 100/110 • • • • •
Single lever basin mixer 120/130 • • •
Single lever basin mixer 150 • • • •
Single lever basin mixer 210 • •
Single lever basin mixer 240/250 • • • •
Single lever basin mixer 290 •
Single-lever basin mixer, pivoting • •
Three-hole basin mixer • • •
Single-lever basin mixer, on-wall •
Single-lever basin mixer, in-wall • • • • •
Electronic basin mixer •
Electronic basin mixer, in-wall •

Bidet

Single-lever bidet mixer • • • • • •

Shower

Shower mixer, on-wall • •

Shower mixer, on-wall with head shower •
Thermostat shower mixer, on-wall • •
Shower mixer, in-wall •
Thermostat shower mixer, in-wall •

Shower/bath

Single-lever mixer, in-wall •

Single-lever mixer, in-wall, 2 ways • • •
Thermostatic mixer, in-wall • •
Thermostatic mixer, in-wall, 2 ways • •
Stop valve, in-wall, 1 way • •
Diverter valve, in-wall, 2 ways • •
Diverter valve, in-wall, 3 ways • •

Bath tub

Bath tub mixer, on-wall • • •

Single-lever mixer, in-wall, with locking mechanism • • •
Single-lever bath tub mixer, floor model • • •
Three-hole bath tub mixer, tub edge • •
Four-hole bath tub mixer, tub edge • •
Bath filler/spout • • • • •
Tube interrupter •

Showers and shower accessories

Hand shower • • • • •

Round pencil hand shower •
Hygienic shower •
Shower hose •
SPA hose •
Head shower •
Arm for shower head • •
Luminaire with integrated shower head •
Waterfall shower •
Wall outlet for shower hose • • • •
Hand shower bracket • • •
Hand shower sliding rail/shower set • • • • • • •
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Towel hook • • • • • • • •

Towel hook, double • • • • • •
Towel holder, 2-part • • • • • • • •
Towel holder, 1-part • • • • • • • •
Towel ring • • • • • • •
Lotion dispenser, wall-mounted model • • • • • • • • •
Lotion dispenser, table model • •
Lotion dispenser, built-in model • •
Sanitiser dispenser •
Tumbler holder • • • • • • • •
Soap holder • • • • • • • •
Glass shelf with brackets • • • • •
Paper towel dispenser • •
Waste bin, wall-mounted model • •
Waste bin, floor model •
Towel holder, guest WC • •
Hair dryer •
Guest towel basket •

WC

Toilet paper holder with cover • • • •

Toilet paper holder • • • • • • • •
Toilet paper holder with shelf • • • • •
Toilet paper holder, theft-proof •
Toilet paper holder, double •
Spare paper holder • • • • • • • •
Spare paper holder, double •
Toilet brush set, wall-mounted model • • • • • • • • •
Toilet brush set, floor model • • • •
Moist tissue box • •
Sanitary bag dispenser •

Shower/bath

Towel rail • • • • • • • • •

Grab bar • • • • • • • • •
Grab bar 135° •
Angle bar 90° •
Shower basket • • •
Shower basket with glass wiper • •
Shower shelf • • • •
Shower shelf with glass wiper • • • •
Towel rack • • •
Tip-up seat •
Bathroom stool • •
Shower door handles • •
Shower curtain rails •
Shower curtains •

This is a selection of the extensive assortment of KEUCO accessories
More products and details can be found in the specific sections.
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Washbasin surface mounted • •
Built-in washbasin • • • • • • •

Width of vanity unit in mm

 350 •
 400 •
 435 •
 460 • •
 500 • • •
 600 •
 650 • • •
 700 • • •
 800 • • • •
 1000 • • • •
 1050 • • •
 1200 • • •
 1300 •
 1400 • • • •
 2100 •
 up to 2800 (planning) •

Front

 Structured lacquer • • •
 Veneer • • •
 High-gloss lacquer • • •
Clear glass • • • •
Satin glass • • •
Brushed lacquer •
Decor coating •

Body

 Structured lacquer • • •
 Veneer • • •
 High-gloss lacquer • • •
Silk matt lacquer • • • •
 Brushed lacquer •
 Decor coating • • • •

Side furniture

 Tall unit • • • • • • •
 Middle unit • • • •
 Side unit • • • • •
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On-wall installation • • • • • • •
Recessed installation • • • •

Breite in mm

 500 • • • •
 600 •
 650 • • • • •
 700 • •
 710 •
 800 • • • • • •
 900 • •
 1000 • • • • • •
 1050 • •
 1060 •
 1100 •
 1200 • • • • •
 1300 • • • •
 1400 • •
 1410 •
 1500 •
 1600 •
 1700 •
 1750 •
 1800 •
 1900 •
 2000 •
 2100 •
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 435 •
 460 • •
 500 • •
 535 •
 650 • • •
 700 •
 710 •
 800 • • • •
 900 •
 1000 • • •
 1050 •
 1060 •
 1200 • • •
 1300 •
 1400 •
 1410 •
 1760 •
 720 – 2110 •
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 220 •
 350 •
 450 •
 460 •
 500 •
 550 •
 535 •
 600 •
 650 • •
 700 •
 750 •
 800 • •
 1000 •
 1050 •
 1200 • •
 1400 •
 1750 •
 2100 •
 2400 •
 2800 •



GERMANY KEUCO GmbH & Co. KG
Hemer, Germany
Tel. +49 2372 904-0
E-Mail: info@keuco.de
www.keuco.com

ASIA PACIFIC, 
MIDDLE EAST

KEUCO Asia Pacific, Middle East
Martin Hoffmann
Phone +65 8322 76 96
E-Mail: martin.hoffmann@keuco.com
www.keuco.com

BELGIUM Alain Van de Poel
Tél. +32 475 27 53 84
E-Mail: info@cocoonpoel.be
www.keuco.com

FRANCE KEUCO S.a.r.l. France
Didier Saarbach
Tél. +33 (0) 3 88 700 200
E-Mail: bureau@keuco.fr
www.keuco.com

GREAT BRITAIN KEUCO UK
James Sketch
Phone +44 (0) 1442 865 220
E-Mail: info@keuco.co.uk
www.keuco.com

ITALY ALMA SAS di Renato Violato
Tel. +39 (0) 426 53812
E-Mail: alma@al-ma.191.it
www.keuco.com

HOLLAND Ton Schoenmakers
Tel. +31 653 14 4178

NORTH AMERICA

POLAND

SWITZERLAND

SLOVAKIA

CZECH REPUBLIC

SPAIN

RUSSIA

E-Mail: info@keuco.nl
www.keuco.com

North America
Oliver Bleich
Phone +1 877 281 8260
E-Mail: oliver@keucoamericas.com 
www.keuco.com

Marek Burnóg
Tel. +48 606 206 767
E-Mail: keuco@mb-linea.pl
www.keuco.com

KEUCO Suisse
Michael Brumann
Tél. +41 62 888 00 20
E-Mail: info@keuco.ch
www.keuco.com

Stanislav Mensik
Tel. +421 903 730 264
E-Mail: mensik@mensik.sk
www.keuco.com

Martin Novotný
Tel. +420 771 185 666
E-Mail: Martin.Novotny@keuco.com 
www.keuco.com

KEUCO GmbH & Co. KG
Hemer, Germany
Tel. +49 2372 904-0
E-Mail: info@keuco.de
www.keuco.com

KEUCO Russia 
Mikhail Komendantov
Tel. +7 495 953 81 11
E-Mail: mikhail.komendantov@keuco.com 
www.keuco.com

CONTACTABOUT KEUCO

The extraordinary surface characteristics and extremely fine colour nuances 
of our products can only be reproduced to a certain degree in print. Only the 
original KEUCO products can provide an optimal impression. They can be 
seen in the showrooms of sanitary trade dealers. Reproduction and copying, 
even if only excerpts, are only permitted by express permission of the manu-
facturer, and with the inclusion of source information. KEUCO GmbH & Co. KG, 
PO Box 1365, D-58653 Hemer

We expressly reserve the right to make technical changes for the purpose of 
improvement, as well as colour and design changes that are deemed  
necessary. Print errors and omissions excepted.

Conception, design and lithography: KEUCO GmbH & Co. KG. Photography: 
CASA GmbH & Co. KG, Münster.

KEUCO GmbH & Co. KG is an internationally active, full 
provider of premium bathroom furnishings. KEUCO offers 
a large assortment of fittings, accessories, mirror cabinets, 
lights and mirrors, washbasins and bathroom furniture 
“made in Germany”.

At KEUCO, design and function play a key role. Perfectly 
manufactured products combine aesthetic form with 
sensible functionality. A standard that is systematically 
applied, from the idea right to implementation.

Collaboration with designers is a long tradition at KEUCO. 
The company has been family-operated since its founding 
in 1953. Its headquarters are located in the Westphalian 
city of Hemer.

keuco.com
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KEUCO GmbH & Co. KG 
Postfach 1365 
58653 Hemer

Telefon +49 2372 904-0 
Telefax +49 2372 904-236

info@keuco.de 
keuco.com Ex
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